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If up to now the main objective of Phase 2 has
been to report on the activities of the IMIIE Program-
me or of its member institutions, the present issue
deviates to some extent from this tradition inasmuch
as its major theme is the management of higher edu-
cational institutions in the USA and the possibilities
of transfering some of its methods to the European
context - or more. accurately - contexts.

Upon his return from a visit in the USA, Dr. II.J.
SchUster, Kanzler of the Universitat des Saarlandes,
has analysed courses andstudy programmes designed
for initial or recurrent training for all levels of man-
agement or administration in higher education. Com-
paring the organisation of postsecondary studies in
the USA and the Federal Republic of Germany, Dr.
Schuster concludes that there would be little interest
in simply transfering methods but that there would be
a lot to gain from observing at first hand training
methods which have proved their value. In addition ,
he proposes a training scheme designed for top level
managers in higher education.

Whereas this study only refers to the Federal
Republic of Germany, it should be pointed out that
educational structures in European countries are more
or less comparable and the IMIIE Secretariat would
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therefore welcome similar contributions from other
countries for publication in Phase 2.

The NCHEMS (National Center for Higher Edu-
cation Management Systems) is not unknown to our
readers; indeed, the last issue of Phase 2 featured a
comparison of costing methods developed by this or-
ganisation and by a group of French language uni-
versities carrying out. research under the IMHE Pro-
gramme. Costing is but one of the many tasks of
NCHEMS and the Secretariat feels that it is timely to
publish an article contributed by NCIIEMS describing
its activities, projects and publications.

The Secretariat is also pleased to present an in-
novation to Phase 2 readers: in this issue you will
find book reviews on institutional research. We hope
that this initiative will be appreciated by our readers.

In Phase 2 n° 11, Dr. Keith Legg, President of
the outgoing Directing Group, presented the problems
related to the renewal of the administrative arran-
gements between the IMHE Programme and OECD-
CERI. The present Directing Group has considered
on a number of occasions the possible options and in
thi:s issue you will find its final proposals along with
a few other items of information concerning the Pro-
gramme.

TRAINING PROGRAMME EOK UMVERSITY MANAGEMENT
IN THE UNITED STATES

by

II.J. SchUster

I. HIGHER EDUCATION AS ,A COURSE
OF STUDIES AND SUBJECT OF

ADVANCED TRAINING

1. Origins

The idea of scientific reflection upon the edu-
cational system and teaching process in the United
States datos back to the late 19th Century. Its begin-
nings were marked by histori.al investigations des-
cribing the developments and transformations of the
North American university system by the use of
scientific historical methods. As the organizational
sciences developed in the USA, increasing use was
made of the institutional research approach.

During the '50's numerous colleges and univer-
sities introduced, usually with the assistance of foun-
dation funds, what %vere called self-studies. Their
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quality and general usefulness varied but nonetheless
prompted the universities to undertake a self-critical
scrutiny of their own behaviour, and led to a growirg
number of experts, teachers as well as administra-
tors, being given assignments involving quantitative
survey methods and institutional research techniques.

A further fillip to scientific research in higher
education was given by the movements for testing,
counselling and guidance of student behaviour. Using
psychometric aids, these contributed powerfully to
the increasing thought being given to the aims and
tasks of post secondary education. The new disci-
pline derived therefrom elements for establishing a
body of theory, improving its empirical methods and
turning out a groat many experts in the riold,

Powerful boosts were also given by the wave of
scientific policy after World War II. Numerous na-
tional and regional commissions endeavoured to frame
recommendations for a new higher education policy.
The need was felt to establish it on a firm empirical
basis. Consequently these commissions were given



a multiplicity of research asisignments. The activ-
ities of the Carnegie Commission deserve special
mention. The spectrum of its publication takes in
well nigh all the topics and fields having a bearing on
the concept of higher education as a branch of schol-
arship in the United States today.

Among State initiatives, those of California are
outstanding, for under the pressure of its enormous
upsurge in student numbers during the 1950's this
State assumed a pioneer role in higher educational
research. A lasting memorial of this trend is the
University of California's Centre for the Study of
Higher Education, established at Berkeley in 1956,
which has stamped its image on this area of studies.

2. Training Curricula

The efforts described have resulted in a huge
plethora of concepts and syllabuses. The official
estimate of the number of professors specializing in
higher education studies is 800. A list compiled and
recorded by the American Council on Education cur-
rently includes 112 colleges and universities, spread
over 45 States of the Union, offering courses of study
in higher education; 67 of these institutions award
doctorate degrees in the discipline.

In the Federal Republic Curtius was the first to
report upon the American development of higher edu-
cation study courses) The presrnt paper amplifies
his findings. In particular his o.:servation is confirm-
ed that the managerial grades of colleges and univer-
sities are increasingly recruited among graduates of
such courses. The alumni registers of the educa-
tional establishments visited by the author indicate a
high percentage of university and college presidents,
vice-presidents and senior administrators in various
branches. The trend shows that the proportion of
officials having degt ees in higher education is on the
up-grade.

The abundance of concepts and syllabuses corre-
sponds to an ambiguity in the idea of what is to be
understood nowadays by higher education as a field of
study. There is a big consensus that this cannot be
a scientific discipline in the usual sense of the term.
The specific nature of the discipline is determined by
the object of study (the system of higher education).
Training centres are concei.ed as teaching and re-
search establishments for post-secondary teachers,
administrators, researchers :.nd administrative staff
in special research institutes, establishments of fur-
ther education (adult, continuing, lifelong) and State
and non-State bodies concerned with the coordination
and finance of higher education. Accordingly, higher
education as a field of study nowadays encompasses
research in higher education, the development of ap-
plications-related models and techniques (services)
and the training and ad..anced training of administra-
tors in higher education and establishments for the
advancement of higher education. In methods and
content, programmes differ according to the disci-
plines capable of being used as scientific supports,

I. C.F. Curtitis. "titudiengange fnr llochschuIverwaher - das
3eispie *'SA- in Die Deutsche Pniversitatszeitung, Vol, ft, 1974,
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and the type of persons the training and advanced
training are designed to cater for. Two main types of
formal curriculum (courses of study leading to mas-
ter's degrees, doctQrates or two-year eel ...ates or
diplomas) can be distinguished.

- Generalist Courses:

These are not aimed at conveying administrative
knowledge and ability for specific professional careers
but require of the student broadly conceived theoreti-
cal studies qualifying for any senior post in higher edu-
cation.

- Coufses with a Practical Orientation:

These qualify students for specific professional
careers (e.g. as deans, financial administrators,
vice-presidents, planning officers, provosts).

The types seldom occur in a pure state. Part of
the criticism currently directed at this specialization
in die United States is based on the confusion of func-
tions inside the individual. programmes. 2

Another charge levelled against the discipline
by critics is the gulf between promise and reality in
many of the programmes. What is lacking is a sys-
tematic classification and demarcation of the subject
matter which would give the discipline a cleareut pro-
file. Its relationship to other empirical sciences is
considered to be that of a borrower rather than an
equal partner.

Its leading representatives are researchers and
teachers having won their academic laurels in other
disciplines and now applying the methods of these to
higher education. The discipline is a very long way
from having its own independent corpus of theory.
Therefore the programmes described as most suc-
cessful are those which address themselves to the
current practical requirements of the higher education
system.

3. Advanced Training Programmes

The vocationally oriented advanced training pro-
grammes are to be distinguished from courses eonfr-
ring formal degrees. A handbook published by the
Academy for Educational Development and the Amer-
ican Council on Education3 lists for 1976 over 170
courses. Thoge coursr.b vary in kinds and length
and are for 'yam, I training of higher education
administra . all levels, from members of the
highest management bodies (trustees, regents, presi-
dents) to specialists in particular areas of adminis-
tration (e.g. student services, planning, budgeting,
financial development and fund raising, careers plan-
ning and personal development). Emphasis is placed
on pre-service and early in-service education. For

2. A clear separation of function is lecommended by e,g; Paul
L. Dressel and Lewis ft, Mayhew in their book: iilsher Education as a
Field of Study, Jossey-13ass, San Francisco and London, 1974:

3. A Guide to Professional Development Opportunities forCol-
lege and universiiy Administrators - Serninars,_workshops,Conferen:
ces. and Internships, January-December 1975: American Council*
on Education, Publications Division, One Dupont Circle, Washington
D.C. 20036.
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the performance of such tasks, the American Council
on Education founded In 1971 . the Office of Leadership
Development in Higher Education. In pursuit of its
purpose of providing initial training and retraining
both for schc,o1 leavers and experienced administra-
tors, the Wile,: organizes, at various venues and in
cooperation with other national or regional bodies,
conferences, seminars and workshops. It also pu-
blishes striking research results and study material
and fosters relations between colleges and universi-
ties, industrial and commercial organizations and
State authorities in matters of training and profes-
sional development. Since its inception the Office
of Leadership Development has now also taken over
the Institute for College and University Administration
(ICUA) established in 1955 and the Academic Admin-
istration Internship Programme (AMP) introduced by
the American Council of Education in 1904.

ICUA specializes in ab initio training for recently
appointed top-level officials. It offers as a rule one-
week seminars for four target groups:

- College or University Presidents
Senior academic administrators (Academie
Dean, Provost, Academic Viee-President,
Dean of a College or Professional School, Dean
of the Faculty, Dean of Instruction, or Dean of
Studies;

- Business Officers (Financial Viee-President,
Treasurer, Controller and other officials re-
sponsible for finance)

- Student Personnel Officers (Vice-President for
Student Affairs, Provost, Dean of Studies and
other officers responsible for student affairs).

The content of the syllabus for the one-week sem-
inars embraces all practical questions in higher edu-
cation. The emphasis given varies with the topicality
of the matters treated. For instance, in the late 1960's,
it was placed on constitutional matters (e.g. equal
opportunity) and the resolution of conflicts; for the
past three years it has shifted to methodological ques-
tions in systems management and collective bargain-
ing problems. Currently the bias is towards problems
arising from the restrictive economic and financial
situation, and from unemployment. The programmes
announced by ICUA for 1975 comprise the following
topics:

the changing postsecondary education scene
acath.mic goals, organization, and governance

- management by objectives
curriculum innovation and planned change

- student concerns, goals, life styles, and ser-
vices

- consumerism in higher educa:ion
- personnel policies, development, and evaluation

non-retention, tenure, and collective bargaining
- affirmative action programE, and strategies
- legal concerns, and issues in higher education
- program planning and budgeting
- financing higher education with limited resour-

ces
- statewide commissions, planning, and coor-

dination
- relations with the governing board, and the pu-

bl ic
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- skills, styles, anti strategies ofacademic lead-
ership

Since it was established in 1955, 2,800 senior
officials from more than 1,000 colleges and univer-
sities, have attended ICUA seminars. In addition it
has cooperated with other national or regional bodies
in organizing seminars for another 1,030.

The AMP caters for the professional training
of a select number of young graduates for top-level
posts.

The American Council on Education annually in-
vites presidents and senior administrative staff from
its member establishments to nominate suitable grad-
uates, from among whom 40 are awarded ACE fellow-
ships. The training includes a 10-12 month practical
internship, usually in the office of a President of one
of the member universities, three 6-day seminars,
continuous counselling by an individually selected
mentor, preparation of an "analytical paper on a
significant aspect of academic administration" and
study travel designed to broaden the trainee's ac-
quaintance with establishments and organizations ac-
tive in American higher education. Since the pro-
gramme started in 1964, 393 ACE fellows have been
appointed, almost half of whom now occupy posts of
university presidents, vice-presidents or deans.

Besides these nation-wide activities of the Amer-
ican Council on Educai.ion, there are many regional
or inter-regional professional training courses, some
set up by the universities themselves, unaided, some
in close cooperation with postgraduate courses at the
various schools or departments of education. The
Institute for Educational Management (IE M) of Harvard
University has a scheme for training top-level uni-
versity administrators thatdeserves special mention.
The speciality of this kind of joint function of the
Graduate School of Business and Management and
Graduate School of Education is that it provides a
common syllabus for different kinds of managerial
posts. The course last 6 weeks and is held every
summer; it covers the following items:

Control and Planning Systems, Governance, Gov-
ernmental Relations, Institutional Planning, Labor
Relations, Management Information Systems,
Fund-Raising, Organizational Behaviour, Per-
sonnel Policy and Administration.

The prospectus emphasizes that IEM working
days are long and strenuous, starting with a common
breakfast at 7 a.m. and lasting until 7 p.m. , after
which each individual is expectod to prepare his work
for the following day.

The teaching staff gathered together for each ad-
yanced training course are :sually professors, ex-
perienced administrators, university researchers and
representatives of State or non-State establishments.
An increasing number are coopted from industry and
commerce. The American Council on Education pur-
sues a twofold aim by securing the services of such
experts: to familiarize participants to the utmost pos-
sible extent, for use in higher education, well-tried
economic management methods and techniques,and to



give participants 'first-hand Information on what In-
dustry expects the universities to supply. Forsim-
liar reasons Increasing importance is being attaehed
to exchanges of personnel between universities, pri-
vate firms and State authorities.

The costs of advanced training are largely borne
by the U.S. Federal Government and private founda-
tions. For these exacting courses they are extremely
high, and usually require a contribution by the parti-
cipant or the university sending him. For the six-
week course of the Institute for Educational Man-
agement of Harvard University a fee of $ 2,000 is
charged. As a rule the universities sending trainees
provide holiday pay and travel costs. The teaching
methods used in the advanced training courses are
adapted to the length and specific aims of the course.
Longer courses offer o:)portunities for applications-
relevant research work. Shorter ones provide, in
addition to lectures that seidom take up more than
a quarter of the time available foe inst.ruction, semi-
nars, small discussion groups and ea.:, studies. In

addition to highly structured courses, there are ,tiou
ones laying particular stress on an informal atmo-
sphere and leaving plenty of scope for specialized
talks In small groups on eurrent themes in university
management.

The advaneed courses described so far are aimed
at professional development of top level management
personnel. They involve instruction for people en-
trusted with the final responsibility of partieular
management processes ana decisions, in the univer-
sities or higher educational system in general.

In addition there are numerous training courses
for the professional training of middle-management
personnel. As an exemple, we may take the Mid-
management Education Certificate programme of the
University of California, Berkeley.

This three-year course is intended for full-time
officials of the University who, while not having uni-
versity degrees, aspire to middle management posts.
Successful completion of the course, requiring prac-
tical experience in new fields, gives candidates equal
opportunities for filling middle managerial posts com-
pared with graduates with bachelor's or master's de-
grees in business administration. The syllabus in-
cludes among other subjects business administration,
economics, the computer sciences, mathematics and
English, and is tailored to suit the special needs
of individual trainees. The group size is limited to
10 participants. A fresh group starts every autumn.
The trainees have very limited allowances of paid
leave. The individual's contribution to costs amounts
to $ 50 a year.

II. ARE THE MCDELS TRANSPOSABLE?

1. Fundamental Difierences

It is impossible to over-emphasize the danger
of applying foreign models to the German system of
higher education. This is also true of the models
presented here of training and advanced training in
the United States. There are fundamental differences
in the higher educational scene, differences which
call for careful analysis lwfore deriving individual
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prin(nples or system elements for application to our
own system.

a) Differences of Scale

A mere comparison of quantitative dimensions
between the American system of higher education and
that of the Federal Republic of Germany revealF basic
differences. In the U.S. A there are curreudy some
185 millioninhabitants and about 2,600 establishments
of higher education. The latter accommodate over
9 million full-time studerts and another 10 million'
part-timers. According 'o official estimates about
60 million Americans, or nearly one-third of the total
population, currently at'end courses, in one w...y or
another, in post-sceonr;ary education.

In the Federal r.epublic the listed establishments
engaged in the tr..-ik of higher education number at
present 162. They eatered for about 800,000 students
in 1975. The number of students not taking examin-
atirwi, is dwindling to vanishing point. Colleges and
universities are still to a large extent unconcerned
with professional further training for graduates.

b) Multiplicity of Forms in the United States ,Unit
Typcs in the Federal Republic of Germany

Such diversity is ;.ypical of higher education in
the United States, Colleges and Universities differ
not only considerably in size and sponsorship, some
have less than 500 students, while others have over
50,000; more than half the establishments are pri-
vately sponsored. However, some three quarters of
full-time students are registered in State establish-
ments. There are even greater differences in terms
of reference, aims and aeademie standards. About
300 of the 2,600 establishments award doctorate de-
grees. But it is a well-known fact that, measured by
their internal image and their academic standard out-
sidethe United States, they are by no means as homo-
geneous as the "Hochschulen" of Federal Germany,
with their justified degree standards, to which they
are supposed to be equivalent. Only 46, or a quarter
of the doctorate-awarding universities in the United
States, offer definitely research-related doctoral
courses. In the others research is of fairly minor
importance. The remaining 550 establishments of
university standard offer possibilities for post-grad-
uate studies leading to a master's degree or other
less than doctoral diplomas. More than one-third of
the total are two-year institutions (junior colleges,
community colleges). They give candidates a two-
year course of study preparatory to someprofessional
terminal programme, or enable them to spend the
first 2 of the 4-5 years needed for a bachelor's degree
in their home town. The mostly 4-year liberal arts
colleges do not go any further than the bachelor's
degree; they constitute a quarter of the United States'
cstatlishments of higher education.

1, cf, especially C,F, Curries, "Znr Verwendung anslandischer
lochsche Imodelle - Nluglichheiten und Grenzev ", Beitrage zor Iloch -

schulverwaltung vol. Annex 3 to the Zeitschrift Wissenschaftsrecht.
Wissenschaftsverwaltung, Wissenschaftsfnrderung (Festschrift fur Frie-
drich (raf Stenhock -Ferrnor), Tobingen 1969, pp. 28 et seq.
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The genend criteria for the classification of
establishments indicated are: length of course, general
terms of reference and aims, inclusion of research,
The typology must not be mistaken as indicating any
uniformity of content. The degree of freedom left to

the Individual establishments in d rawl ng up thei r cu r-
ricula certainly varies, but even State institutions are
allowed a broad measure of decision making powers,
so that within the same type In the same State they
may vary very considerably in kind and content. It
corresponds to a fundamental feature of official policy
for higher education In the United States that such
tendency towards diversity of content should be en-
couraged rather than inhibited. This is looked en
as a means of keeping alive competitive spirit In the
courses offered and accelerating the adaptation of
curricula to the needs of society. In the Federal
Republic, in contrast, there has been noticeabk in

recent years an opposite trend towards uniformization
of content. In this respect the pressure exerted by
the numerus.elausus is causing an inc -eased unifor-
mization and ossification of courFes of study.

c) Differences of Financing

Whereas in the Federal Republic, the universities
are almost entirely financed from the State budget, in
the United States the proportion of non-State funding
is of decisive importance, not merely in private es-
tablishments. Course fees still form an essential
contribution. The Carnegie Commission recently
recommended that the system of mixed financing
should bc retained. It urges that one third of expend-
iture in higher edu-ation should in future he covered
by students' contributions. Hitherto about 207; of
current expenditure in higher education in the United
States has been made up of students' fees. In the
competitive rivalry between State and private institu-
tions to obtain backing from public :'inds, the private
institutions won a notable partial success in 1971. In

TI legal hearing before the United States Supreme
Court' the latter conceded for the first time, under
stated conditions, the constitutional eiwibility of
private institutions On this case church-maintained)
for direct public financial assistance.

The deiwndence on sundry financial sponsors
explains the greater importance of finance manage-
numl in higher education in the United States.

(I) more Management-Freedom in the United
States

The application of the managerial concept in
higher education operates more convincingly in the
United States than in the Federal Republie. The rea-
sons are mainly to be looked for in the deliberately
cultivated multifariousness, and different system in
finance. If an institution ivants to survive in competi-
tion with its rivals -and the notion of survival figures
prominently in the curnmt literature on higher edu-
cation - i must 'fer the most attractive curriculum
at lowest possible prices. This commereial principle
has certainly helped to enabl the United States to

1. Companion ca,es ot l'ilton V. Puliardc.)11 and I cwor v.
1-.12r1zina n I.
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afford an incomparable 'exptrnsion of. post-secondary
education without the problem of the nurnerus clausus
which stands in the way in Germany. But it has also
caused notions like industrial management and re-
search, policy formulation and analysis, educational
planning, programming, planning and budgeting sys-
tem (PPBS), management information system (MIS),
resource allocation and fund raising, to become of
vital importance in the country's higher education,
whereas transposing them to our system hardly cre-
ates more than a general dilemma. In the Federal
Republic the new Acts certainly ascribe to the uni-
versities an active role in planning and patterns of
studies. Yet the elbow-room enjoyed by higher edu-
cation in the United States, and the (lriving forces
for independent curricula formation that are active
there, really do not exist in Germany. On the con-
trary, the authorities' distribution of student places
as determined by the numerusslaupus leads to the
universities being largely excluded from co-respon-
sibility for a cost-conscious planning of types of
course. The risk of planning and financial commit-
ment is one-sidedly borne by the State. But even the
State authorities reach their decisions less by a fun-
damental analysis of cost-effectiveness than in terms
of the possibilities and constraints of fiscal policy.
An example is the overall education plan decided by
the Federal-Lander Commission on June 15th 1973
and ratified by the Heads of Federal and Land govern-
ments on 20th September197:1: its planned implemen-
tation has bren not only postroned by financial devel-
opments but fundamentally called into question by the
latest drastic cuts imposed. This development, dic-
tated by financial considerations, minimizes the
scope of decision making in higher education. This
is essentially limited to spreadirg the necessary cuts
over the organizational units, more or less prisoners
of the current state of affairG.

e) Role of University Research in the United
States

The development of courses and educational pro-
grammes in higher education administration in the
United States is, as has 1.)-en shown, the consequence
of multiple research activities on the subject. The
establishments themselves have contributed substan-
tially to this research, spurred on b their own vital
interests. All this acteity is mirrored in the enor-
mous literature. A SliQlect list for 1974, compiled for
fellows of the Acaiemic Administration Internship
Programme, incluics, besides a large number of di-
rectories, bibliographies and documentationunder the
head of information sources, 121 periodicals including
numerous specialized publications on higher edu-
cation administration and management. 2 In 1968
there appeared one of the first surveys of the liter-
ature on "Management Science in University Oper-
ations"." It takes in practically the whole currently
effective structuring of this field of expertise.

2. A Reference Guide *Ai Peilodicals, Bibliographies. Direc-
tories. arid-forMation Sources on Postsecondary Education. compiled

Vlonias M. Stauffer. American Council on Education. One Dupont
10.'ashington, 201-16.

3. Raih, G .1.. Th1anagement Science in University Operation".
Management Science Vol, 14, No. G (February 19(F). pp. B



Investlgationk into 010 application of quantitative
methods figure prominently. A survey publislwd in
Octnber 19721 names the three important program-
mes for the United States:

I. The Ford Foundation Programme for Re-
search in University Administration, located
at the office of the Vice-President for
Planning of the University of California,
Berkeley. 'rite Ford Project (2288 Fulton
Street, Berkeley, California 9.1720) publish-
ed in 1972 a report. on "A Programme of
Research in University Management" which
gives information on the current status (if
research work and publications.

2. The NCIIEMS (National Center for nigher
Education Management Systems) programme
at Boulder, Colo radoH

3. The CAMPUS (Computeri::ed Analytical Me-
thods in Planning University Systems) project
developed by the Institute for the Quantitative
Analysis of Social and Economic Policy of
the Canadian University of Toronto.1

The results of this resoarch anti development
work are attracting a lot of criticism in the United
States at the present time. The chief objection to
quantit: :lie methods is directed agaili.-.;! 'he neglect
of qualitative aspects, esp. cially in the evaluation of
outputs. The limitations of conventional cost analysis
are exposed in this respect. Aid is sought in the
development of qualitative methods of evaluation.
This is likely to be one of the main foci of future

a reit.

In a general way it is to be noted that in the United
States itself an overly uncritical application of models
and techniques developed in existing higher education
establishments has led to disillusionment and disen-
arta ment,

le Director of the National Center for Higher
Education Management System (NCIIEMS), Ben Law-
rence, points a warning finger at the limitations of
the use of the cost analysis procedure developed by
that Centre.4 To avoid misleading results, he calls
for strict observance of the instructions for its use,
and greater efforts to p roduee comparable data inputs.

Two main conclusions may be drawn from the
discussion on the efficiency of the models and tech-
niques developed, and the demand for management
data:

Roa,,er Schroeder. -A Survey of Mana,l.ement Scierne
1.niversitv operations-, Management Science, Vol, :

iApril L.73). pp. It, .....!)-.C,
the results of ReseArch, cf, Director's Annual

Report, ohtainahle from the Western Interstate Commission on
Education 1 W1(.11Ea irawer Bohlder, Colorado Ec;

1. For partioclars of the vercions of LANIPI S niodels and their
application cf. Mowbray and lad, le%ine. Elie Development
and Implememati, of (.A.MN'S: A Lomputer -lla5ed Plannind and
lind4eting S.ystein tor Iniserstttes and Colleges Educational Tech-
nolo4y. I a";I.

4. 'rThst analysis in Post-secondar. Education- in 111,,,her (:th,-

cation Manager,ienr. ilcrober No.
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I) Detailed investigations are being initiated
into the scope of managerial decision making,
and the kind and extent of the Information
requi red.

ii) in the ongoing programmes of adaptive re-
training for university administrators, the
emphasis is being shifted to information on
the applicability and efficiency of the models
and techniques developed in the existing es-
tablishments.

In the Federal Republic only the first steps in
higher education research are visible. The Univer-
sities themselves are conspicuously reluctant to in-
vestigate their own behaviour. The activities of MS-
G midi and the Bavarian State Institute for University
Research and Planning encounter more reticence than
cooperative willingness in the universities. The
reasons are many and varied and by no means attri-
butable only to a defensive attitude towards overhasty
and unrefleeting projecting into the educational pro-
cess by outside Iwnlies of noti(ins of planning and op-
timization.

2. A Long-Tifrm Strategy Needed

Analysis of the differences between the higher
education systems in the United States and Europe,
especially the Federal Republic of Germany, makes
it plain that there can be no question of a straightfor-
ward transposition of American models and program-
mes to the training and advanced training of university
administrators. On the other hand, it does appear
possible to make use of the basic.ideas and experience
in the planning of training programmes. This sug-
gests the following considerations:

a) The nature anti scope of training and advan-
ced trainingprogrammes for university administrators
depend upon the nature and scope of the decision-
making capability allowed in higher education. An
administration of universities and education that is
allowed to have its own independent role in educational
policy and the planning and framing of its own affairs
has, quantitatively and qualitatively, different educa-
tional requirements from one largely reduced to im-
plementation of other people's decisions. In the
Federal Republic of Germany, the university, Acts do
give the universities such a role. In practice, how-
ever, the universit;es' total financial depenthnce and
the State's unrestricted control of education have the
effect that the theoretically available competences
cannot be made use of.

Therefore systematic investigations should be
made of whether and on what conditions the compc-
tences provided for universities and educational
bodies can be more fully utilized. This demands
more, and more realistic university and educational
research, It must not bc limited to the development
of slick operational systems but must attack the dis-
proportionately morc difficult field of qualitative eval-
uation. This signifies also research into mutual rela-
tions between university and science on the one hand
and industry and society on the other.

For exhaustive use of the decision-making capa-



bility of university and general educational manage-
ment there must he feedl)ack Iron, information on the
economica sciences (the tcoti) rnics of education, fi-
nance, welfar('). Information explaining the uni-
versity and general educational system will also be
forthcoming from the application of soeiological me-
thods (e. g. investigation of the behaviour of scientists
and students as social groups) or, say, knowledge of
conflict theory.

Comparative stu(lies of foreign university sys-
tems are especially important. Only in this way can
methods and models evolved in a different sort of
context be useful to the domestic system. It should
first be verified whether such comparative studies
cannot be pmviously initiated at the level of the Eu-
ropean Community, with at least participation by the
European countries responsible for higher education.

b) Not until university and educational research
is also carried out more intensively at a number of
universities can the latter establish courses in uni-
versity and educational management on the lines
followed in the United States. This should be dont:,
on the basis of experienee in America, not as if it
were a basic discipline having its own independent
scientific profile but only by way of wurses of training
making use of the methodology of various other disci-
plines. Based on sundry fundamental courses up to
doctorate standard or training courses qualifying for
a special diploma, the new courses should ensure that
an adequate number of basically trained young gradu-
ates is available for university and general educational
administration. The attached attempt to sketch out
the content of training schemes for educational admin-
istrators with reference to cxperience in the United
States proceeds on the assumption that the educational
manager will not only be given responsibility for fund
raising and resource allocation but also act as a mid-
dleman between political authority and society on the
one hand and university and science in general on
the other, I A public programme of studies will be
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required to allow for pirtfeihation.by graduates of
various basic educational backgrounds and to broaden
knmvledge of tlw funthmental discipline in relation to
applications thereof (e.g. economists will qualify as
educational economists), besides the acquisition of
supplementary knowledge (e.g. the historian or ma-
thematician will also be given a practical knowledge
of educational legislation, the c Inom les of education
or educational sociology). The aim of training should
be not so much qualification for a particular post as
all-round competence within the university and gen-
eral educational system. Guided by experience in the
United States, the course of studies should primarily
aim at a thorough understanding of the university and
general educational system. The following presenta-
tion is not exclusive. Further additions may be made
to the ancillary disciplines in the left-hand column.
The subordination of subject-matter to ancillary dis-
ciplines indicates possible but not exclusive relations.
Such interdependencies are to be encountered in most
American study programmes, albeit with varying
shades of emphasis.

Training courses of the kind outlined ate a pre-
condition for the carrying out in the longer term, by
means of systematically trained managerial elements,
of university and educational management in general,
previously based on practical experience and inad-
equate management methods.

e) In the medium term the studies pursued at
existing institutions and one or two universities (HIS,
Bavarian State Institute for University Research and
Planning) for ab initio and advanced retraining of uni-
versity and general educational administrators are
capable of being utilized. Examples and experience
in the United States are highly relevant here. One
step towards acclimatizing at any rate the retraining
of management personnel for university and educa-
tional administration in Germany too, ean be to ar-
range for a limited number of managerial personnel
from the Federal Republic of Germany, from the
appropriate ministries, iaterregional educational or-
ganizations and the universitics, to attend advanced
training courses in the United States. The advanced
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Develm lent of Jiv notion of education;
Univ rsity history.

Law F reit in o. research and teaching;
Law goverhing universities and research establishments;
Systems corn pa uisons.

Psychology Conflict theory; group dynamics.

Sociology Educationists and students as social groups; social function of
universiti,2s and educational establishments.

Economics Efficiency of higher education and of the educational establishnwnts
in society, and its evaluation;
Management methods and techniques.
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training progr4m*me, 1.n Section I, of the
Institute for Educational N1anagemen1 of Harvard
University specifically affords such a possibility.

However, the advanced training content of this
programme van only to a Iiinited ext nt be taken as a
model to imitate, with due allowance for the special
conditions and requirements of the university and edu-
cational system of the Federal Repub lk of Germany.
'Nevertheless, the prmeiple of flexible feedback from
current management problems is transposable. In
applying it, the fallowing questions ;irise in the con-
text of current training requirements in the Federal
Republii. of Gerinany:

How canuniversities and educational establish-
ments ensure the quality of their services?
Tackling this problem entails an analysis of
their capability, with inclusion of an evaluation
of their -fliciency.

Where does the boundary line run between
operational rationalization and monitoring of
eco nom ic efficiency in the field of scie nee? To
answer this question the university general

educational manager has to come to grips with
ecommetries ;ind Rs efficiency.
How Call th(i lack of mithility of dueational
personnel be dealt with? To ensure it high
standard of educational performance a balanced
relation between the various age groups repre-
sented is of great importance. ,As regards
imbalances that have occurred or are likely to

to the present staff struc-
ture shmthl be tested.
How can universities and other educational es-
tablishments be adjusted to requirements endvi
the conditions of a stagnant economic ,1?

The necessity of proceeding from plannto ex-
pansion to planned adjustment requires di ffe rmit
strategies of planning and decision making.

On this side of the Atlantic there have only been
made so far mmiest essays towards sueh a kind of
advanced training. The need for developing and en-
couraging them is an urgent one, if the universities
awl the Mucational system in general are to perceive
and secure the scope for decision making that ought
to be allocated to them in the interest of their social
function in society.

The above is a report on a study mission carried out by the author in the Autumn of 1975 with the aid of a
travel grant from the Donors' Association for Promotion of German A:ts and Sciences; the author Nishes to
convey his thanks and indebtedness to the following persons who genemusly helped with information, advice and
data:

- at the American Council on Eduration: Roger W. lIe:;ns, President; Braadus N. Butler, Director, Office
of Leadership Development in Higher Education; Charles F. Fisher, Program Director, Institute .for
College and University Administrators; Rose Lee Hayden, Associate Director, International Education
Project; John F. Ilughes, Director, Policy Analysis Service; Thomas M. Stauffer, Program Director,
Acadomic Administration Internship Program:

- at Harvard University; Richard P. Chait, Director, Institute for Educational Management;

at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor: Joseph P. Cosand, Director, Center for the Study of Higher
Education; Marvin W. Petersol., Faculty Member; Edward A. Dougherty, Office of the Vice-President
for Aca.'-mic Affairs;
at the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis:Jack G. Mervin, Dean, College of Education; Paul V. Grambsch,
College of Business Administration and Graduate School of Business Administration; Carl R. Adams and
Roger G. Schmeder, Center for Academic Administration Research; Vernon Ilendrix, Clifford Hooker
and Don Morgan, Department of Educational Administration;

at the University of California, Berkeley; Frederick E. Baltlerston, Chairman, Center for Research in
Management Science; Lyman A. Glenny, Chairman, Center for Research and Development in Iligher
Education; Dale Tillery, Division of Higher Education, School of Education;James M. Corky, Chancellor's
Office.
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